
myopic on land (Duke-Elder, 1958; Walls, 1942). Apparently
this conclusion was based on observations appearing in popu-
lar and semipopular reports of antarctic exploration. For ex-
ample,James Murray (1910), biologist to the Shackleton Ex-
pedition of 1907-1909, wrote that "many of the apparent
stupid acts of penguins are to be traced to their very defective
sight in air."

Optical studies of four species of penguins at zoological
parks indicate a far different situation (Sivak, 1976; Sivak and
Millodot, 1977). Refractive measurements of the eyes of
blackfoot, rockhopper, gentoo, and king penguins reveal that
the eye has little or no refractive error in air and low to
moderate hyperopia in water. Photokeratoscopic study of cor-
neal curvature shows that the hyperopia induced by move-
ment into water is minimized in penguins by an abnormally
flattened cornea.

Preliminary results from gross and microscopic study of
the Adélie penguin's (Pygoscelis adelzae) eye support this earlier
optical work. Six eyes, preserved in 10 percent formalin, were
provided by' Sea World, Inc., of San Diego. The overall shape
of the eye is a truncated oval, the truncation resulting from
the flattened appearance of the cornea. This appearance is in
marked contrast with that of the typical avian eye (Walls,
1942) in which the radius of curvature of the cornea is much
smaller than that of the whole eye (figure 2).

The crystalline lens is much more spherical than the usual
bird lens. Possible cause is the decreased refractive impor-
tance of the cornea resulting from its flattened curvature.
Histological study reveals a striated ciliary muscle, a common
characteristic of the accommodative muscle in birds. This
finding suggests that penguins are capable of augmenting the
focusing power of the eye to compensate for whatever hy-
peropia is introduced in underwater conditions.

Further research will be directed toward the anatomical
study of ocular tissue from other species as well as toward the
effect of a flattened cornea on the visual field of the penguin.

This research was supported in part by the National
Research Council of Canada. I thank the Montreal
Aquarium, the Metropolitan Toronto Zoo, the Scottish Na-
tional Zoological Park, Edinburgh, and Sea World, San
Diego, for their assistance.

Three Adêlie penguin colonies on
the Hobbs coast, and a nesting site

of the snow petrel, Marie Byrd
Land, Antarctica

RUSSELL W. STRANDTMANN

Department of Biological Sciences
Texas Tech University
Lubbock, Texas 79409

Ade'lie penguins (Pygoscelis ade'liae). Four penguin colonies,
indicated on the map of Hobbs Coast, Marie Byrd Land,
Antarctica, were visited during December 1977:

1. Cruzen Island (74'45S. 140'40'W.), a small island
about 64 kilometers from the coast, is surrounded on three
sides by permanent sea ice and is nearly covered by snow and
ice. The only exposures are two shelves facing the sea. The
lower of these shelves is about 30 meters above sea level and is
large enough for about 100 penguin nests. The second shelf is
about 100 meters above the lower shelf and is just large
enough for a helicopter.

On 13 December we observed the Cruzen Island nesting
site (figure 1). The site was free of snow. There were approx-
imately 100 active nests, rather evenly distributed; the colony
was active and healthy, but we saw no chicks. We noted two
or three skuas and a few snow petrels flying.

The open sea off Cruzen Island had many lovely, flat-
topped icebergs.

2. Worley Point (74°25S. 132°48'W.) on Shepard Island
is a rolling plain, sloping gently to the shallow bay and rising

'
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Figure 1. Cruzen Island Adélie penguin colony in its

entirety.
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Figure 3. Snow petrel with
egg, Perry Range.
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teeply inland. The nesting area is about 1 to 1.5 kilometers
w ide by about 0.5 kilometer deep. The nests were on widely
teparated ridges (figure 2). When we visited the site on 14
December, it was suffering from a recent heavy snowstorm.
Many birds were head deep in snow, and many nests were
waterlogged and had been abandoned. We estimated approx-
imately 10,000 active nests, including those that had been
abandoned. There were no chicks. Skuas were numerous and
undoubtedly nested in the area, although we saw no eggs.

3. Mathewson Point (74°17'S. 132°30'W.), also on
Shepard Island, is a large exposure of several levels. The
lower level is perhaps 10-15 meters above sea level, the sec-
ond level some 30-40 meters above the lower, and the third
level, 30-50 meters above the second. The third level consists
of small shelves and ledges on the light-colored basaltic ridge
that rises steeply above the rookery. A steep slope between the
second and third level has penguin nests on parts of it. The
Mathewson Point colony was remarkable for the thin dis-
tribution of nests, with nest-bearing ridges on the first and
second levels widely separated in many isolated groups of
one, two, or three nests. All nests on the basalt ledges were in
small groups. The attrition rate from skuas may be very high.
The nesting area is roughly 2 kilometers wide by 0.75-1.5

kilometers deep. We estimated about 30,000 active nests. On
my 2 December visit, there were no chicks. Skuas were
numerous and protested our presence, but they had no eggs.
A second group visiting the colony on 12 December reported
skua eggs, but no penguin chicks.

On 2 December the penguin colony was suffering from
the effects of a severe snowstorm. Many birds were partially
buried, and many eggs had been abandoned.

4. Cape Burks (74°45'S. 136°50'W.) is reported on some
maps to have a penguin colony. We visited the area on 24
November 1977 and found no penguins nor any evidence that
penguins had ever been there. It is likely that the sea off Cape
Burks is never free of fast sea ice.

Snow Petrels (Pagodroma nivea). Snow petrels were seen at
all the steep and bluff-like exposures we visited on Marie
Byrd Land, but the only nesting birds we actually saw were in
the Perry Range (74°55'S. 134° 15'W.), where they were nest-
ing in the rubble of fallen boulders at the base of a 200-300
meter cliff. Two nests observed on 3 December apparently
had no eggs, but on 14 December, three nesting birds were
seen, each with one egg. (figure 3).

These field observations were made during research sup-
ported by National Science Foundation grant DPP 76-20056.

Establishment of a high antarctic
penguin colony and controlled

environment breeding of Adélie
penguins (Pygoscelis adeliae)

FRANK S. TODD

Hubbs[Sea World Research Institute
San Diego, California 92109

The final field phase in the establishment of an "ar-
tificial" high antarctic penguin colony took place in Novem-
ber 1977, when F. Todd, Scott Drieschman, Frank Twohy,
and Don Goldsberry collected 40 pairs of Adlie penguins
and 20 emperor penguins (Aptenodytesforsteri). The penguins
were airlifted via chilled C-141 from Ross Island to San
Diego, California, using the same transport techniques of the
previous season (Todd, 1977). Modification of acclimation
and husbandry techniques resulted in a substantial decrease
in mortality, from 30 to 1 percent. The experimental freezer
unit in San Diego was expanded to accommodate the new
penguins; it now measures 24.4 meters by 10.68 meters. An
additional 3.66 by 2.46 by 1.22 meters pool has been pro-
vided, and 3,500 kilograms of finely flaked snow is produced
daily within the unit.

In October, the Adlie penguins brought up the previous
season commenced courtship. The timing and sequence of all
courtship and breeding activities coincided with the behavior
of the penguins at the Cape Crozier rookery. Fifteen of 34
eggs ultimately hatched, and a significant amount of
parent/chick behavior was documented.

One important facet of the program was to determine
whether or not polar penguins could be hand-raised from the
egg. If future research requires captive colonies of penguins
that usually inhabit subantarctic regions, it would be easier to
move 100 penguin eggs in a 1 by 1 meter box than to move
adults. Hence, 80 Adélie eggs were transported to San Diego
in specially designed field incubators in which a temperature
of 36°C was maintained. Sixty-seven of these eggs hatched.
An artificial diet had previously been prototyped on newly
hatched Leach's storm petrels (Oceanodroma leucorhua). These
petrels proved to be excellent test birds because, Like
penguins, their young are fed by regurgitation.

The average hatching weight of the Ad€lie chicks was 83
grams. They exhibited three distinct color phases: uniformly
dark charcoal, almost white bodies with dark heads, and a
color intermediate between these two extremes. However, by
the time the chicks produced their second coat of down, all
were uniformly dark.

Hand-feeding large numbers of penguin chicks four or
five times a day with a syringe was a messy, time-consuming
task.. The problem of identification was solved by tying
different color combinations of embroidery thread around
one flipper of each chick, but this required changing every
few days as the chicks grew. Birds were weighed before and
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